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A new report points  to res trictive immigration policies  in the U.S. and the U.K. as  having potentially negative impacts  on global bus iness . Image
credit: Henley & Partners

 
By AMIRAH KEAT ON

A new report is  making the case that migration liberalization measures are key in the fight to attract and retain the
world's best minds and wallets.

These insights are according to London-based citizenship and migration consultancy Henley & Partners' Q1 2023
Global Mobility Report out now, the quarterly trend forecasting exercise outlines the regions the world's most
wealthy are expected to traverse in the coming months. Therein, leading experts and scholars provide an analysis of
how geopolitical issues uniquely impact the ability to conduct business dealings abroad, hindering what could
ultimately stir worldwide economic recovery.

Opening borders
A myriad of factors has influenced where the world's top earners are doing business in 2023.

Henley & Partners' latest release also details the ways in which realities such as war, inflation and climate change
threaten global GDP drivers like global real estate acquisition (see story) and international travel (see story).

Moreover, though, the report finds the U.K. and U.S. in great danger of shutting out key resources due to recent
sweeping bouts of legislation limiting migration into the countries. For both nations, the report should signal a shift
in focus for 2023 on rolling back a number of polarizing limitations and restrictive immigration policies enacted
pre-pandemic.

These provisions effectively crippled Britain's labor supply in areas like nursing and agriculture, and caused
students and professionals to stray, says experts.

Similarly, proof of immigration demand has already arrived in America, as the country saw a great rebound
following eight years straight of decline.
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In order to tap into this  range of markets  in today's  global environment, the right passport offers  s izable levels  of economic access  and bus iness
opportunity. Image credit: Henley & Partners

From Dubai's "golden visa," a long-term residence visa allowing foreign talents to live, work or study in the UAE
while enjoying exclusive benefits, to the many U.S. tech entrepreneurs taking extended stays in Bali due to mobile-
class friendly standing, to tax-friendly jurisdictions drawing in UHNWIs from every direction, many countries are
modeling the bureaucratic means by which to attract top talent.

Meanwhile, cultural forces such as the proliferation of remote work are furthering the need for countries to come to
terms with the "geopolitical adage that collecting people is collecting power," in the fight to attract top young talent.

"This principle extends to residence and citizenship by investment destinations," said Dr. Parag Khanna, founder
and CEO of Climate Alpha, founder and managing partner of FutureMap and member of the Henley & Partners
Board of Advisors, for the report.

"Despite pressure from the EU to curtail such programs, the backdrop of fiscal pressure and the war for talent still
conspire in favor of countries pursuing strategies of "sovereign equity" over sovereign debt and rightly so," he said.
"Henley & Partners' most recent research predicts a surge in migration among centi-millionaires in 2023, for
example."

Pas s port powerPas s port power

In terms of where these resourced individuals currently reside, and the regions doing the best at retaining top
businessmen and women, the firm has previously provided background as to how the highest concentrations of
wealth are currently spread across the world (see story).

Tracking a specific class of super-wealthy individuals, Henley & Partners' 2022 Centi-Millionaire Report stratified the
25,490-wide division worth $100 million or more by region. The highest amount of centi-millionaires reside in the
U.S. at 38 percent, despite the country carrying only 4 percent of the world's population.

America is followed by China and India, with centi-millionaire populations of 2,021 and 1,132 centi-millionaires,
respectively.

The UK, Germany, Switzerland, Japan, Canada, Australia and Russia comprise the rest, each counting less than a
thousand super-wealthy individuals, though experts note that the global concentration of wealth will likely move East
over the next decade.

The fas tes t growing markets  for centi-millionaires  over the next decade. Image credit: Henley & Partners
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Coming in at 57 percent currently, the report states that in the next decade, the growth of centi-millionaires in Asia
will supersede those based in Europe and the U.S. two times over.

In order to tap into this range of markets in today's global environment, the right passport offers sizable levels of
economic access and business opportunity.

Henley & Partners' study combines Passport Index and World Bank GDP data to rank all 199 of the world's passports
by the percentage of global GDP each passport provides to its holders visa-free.

This quarter, Japan's passport tops the list, lending visa-free access to 193 destinations, or 85 percent of the world,
accounting for 98 percent of the global economy. Japan's own GDP contribution is approximately 5 percent of the
global economy.

Conversely, Henley & Partners found that the Afghanistan passport provides visa-free access to just 12 percent of the
world and less than 1 percent of global economic output, landing at the end of the company's list.

By way of the ranking, links between passport strength and economic power become incredibly clear.

Considering geopolitical eruptions and market volatility, UHNW earners would stand to gain from paying particular
attention to their passport choices.
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